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LecturesSearchSpaceandButeForce
Most of our problems can be summarized
as

Out of all ways to do blank
1 Do any of them satisfy a list
of constraints

and for
2 Which are is optimal

Greedy algos give us a quick way to
get a blank that might be decent



but in most cases is not guaranteed
to be optimal

They don't check every blank Usually
they only check a single one

The searchspacen of a problem is the
set of all possible things that may or

may not satisfy the contraints and that

may have a score that you want to
minimize or maximize

The next few lectures ways to find optimal
solutions by either checking the entire
search space or usually not

Most obvious brute force

generate every single element in the
search space are by one

check if it satisfies the constr



if so check its score

Eel Weighted Interval Scheduling
3 requests L
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Search
space all subsets of w we w

candidate satisfies constr score
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Optional sol a solution that satisfies
east and has highest poss score



Qr If
you

have a set of
size n how many subsets does

it have
yn

Psepudight
of requests n Irl

b 0

for each subset r of R loops 2 times
if r satisfies constraints have to go

S score r through each
if s b element of r

to do theseb s
steps

return b

How long does this take to run

Runtime is 01m22 roughly
n 2

operations for

big 0 notation
the code to
finish



3 n 2 is also Ocu 2

big O ignore constant multipliers

ignore smaller terms

5 n 2 70h2 is also O n 2
insignificant
as a is

knapnsackfqmbte.mn same situation

search space all subsets of n items
size is 2

ClosestPairProblem
Input n points in the xy plane
Goal Find the pair that is closest

normal Euclidean distance

Searchspact allrepairs of points
unordered



Suppose our points are Ep paps py
The search space is

P pals Pc Ps3 pi Py Paps
pi p Papa

6 pairs
If we have n points what's the size

of our search space

ln DI.FI fu z fa 37 3 z

n choose 2 the of ways to pick
2 things out of a when the
order doesn't matter

Notation E 100 points

E 100291

Formula I
n

50.99

E E
f n O na

polynomial time
not exp time



Surprising there is a way to
do this in Oln login time
next lecture

GYoustp.at eemfiiioY i possible
solution whether or not the constraints

are satisfied
n people 60 transaction slots

A candidate is an assignment of
60 of those n people into 60
transaction slots How many ways
can that be done
Slot 1 n people f M M

Slot 2 n 1 people
Slot 3 n 2 people

Slot 60 n 59 people



Search space All ordered lists of 80
60 people out of a

size n na n 2 n 59
n
60

n
9 4584

0 no

Good news polynomial not exponential
Bad news huge power of a

NFLschedulesI search space for I week
all ways of putting 32 teams in pairs
31 29.27 25 5 30 1

17 weeks this to the 17th power
I 6.5 10296

1080


